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Diary Of A Minecraft Spider Jockey: An
Unofficial Minecraft Book (Minecraft Diary
Books And Wimpy Zombie Tales For Kids 17)
$9.95 *Amazon Minecraft DISCOUNT for Limited Time* Minecraft: Diary of a Farting
Creeper is a hilarious must-read for any kid who loves Minecraft. Kids ages 7+ can't
wait to jump into to these Minecraft adventures! Why does the Creeper fart? Creepers
are supposed to EXPLODE, but something went wrong! In the first book of this hilarious
Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the diary of an actual young Minecraft
Creeper. Take a peek at what is really going on in this Creeper's life and how he
overcomes trouble and bullying at school. Are Creepers really different from us? You'll
be surprised at what you discover. So, jump into this Minecraft adventure and find out!
Scroll up and Grab your copy NOW! You'll be so happy you did: -)
Disclaimer: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of,
and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which don not approve, endorse,
sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang
AB/NotchLimited Time Offer! Get This Book At The Discounted Price!Ever wondered
what it feels like to be a Minecraft Cave Spider?In this book, you will meet a Minecraft
Cave Spider and get to know if they are any different than us. Does they have a heart?
Does they have feelings? Well, only a Minecraft Cave Spider could answer this
question! If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about
what it takes to be a Minecraft Cave Spider! This diary written by a Minecraft Cave
Spider will help you uncover the many secrets and mysteries related to the Minecraft
Cave Spider's life.Buy This Hilarious Minecraft Story for your young Minecrafters before
the price goes up!
Cave Spider Capers!Sydney the cave spiders loves her simple life as a spider.
However, that all changes when her cave is blown to pieces by miners, and her cave's
great diamond ores are stolen. Homeless and robbed of their treasures, the cave
spiders must stick together to find the miners, reclaim the diamond and build a new
home!Diary of a Minecraft Cave Spider is perfect for Minecraft fans of all ages. Ever
wonder what it would be like to experience Minecraft from the INSIDE? Well, now you
can!In the sixteenth story of this hilarious Minecraft adventure series, Sydney the cave
spider records her experiences of life as a spider, and her journey to find a new
home.Follow Sydney as she makes important discoveries like: * What is a cave spider's
favorite food?* How can spiders use their bodies to keep cool? * Skeletons are
friendlier than they seem!* Your enemies might be more scared of you, than you are of
them!* And much, MUCH more!
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12
(Preteen) Book 1: The Eight-legged Monster You could say that is hardly possible for a
Spider to be lonely or bored - all those legs and eyes - there must be something
interesting you could do with it! Well, my story is different and I just might happen to be
the loneliest Spider ever to be spawned in the world of blocks. That is why I've started
writing a diary, yes! It gives me a feeling that I am not that alone and maybe someone
will even read it someday! Until then I am using it as to-do-list and to write about
occasional interesting mobs I stumble upon. Oh, yes! I also decided to leave the place
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where I was spawned and take a little adventure - I am not afraid, of course! I am an
eight-legged monster. That is exactly how I ended up in the West Village, looking for
Spiders' Eyes (Yuck! Gross!), so I could bring those to the Elders. Who are the Elders?
Oh, yes, I forgot to tell you it, but you can read about it in my diary. I will let you take a
peak! Book 2: Spiders' Eyes You know how sometimes things can get complicated?
Awfully complicated? Well, even if you don't, you can read all about those misfortunate
complications in my diary. I don't even know how I still have time to keep up with writing
new logs as my life became an infinite chase. I have a companion, though - and
although he is slow (very slow, but fast enough for a Zombie) and has only one hand,
he has been of hand to me! Hah! Did you see what I did there? "Of hand...". Never
mind. If you understand Spider humor, you can understand any humor. I have to go
now as I am competing with days to get to the Elders in time - if I don't make it, I am not
sure what the consequences will be... Book 3: The Elders I am about to meet the
Elders. Facing the...ummm, it sort of sounds dramatic, but believe me when I told you
that this situation deserves a pinch of freshly sliced drama. The feelings are mixed:
fear, rage, curiosity - I am glad, though, that Fig gave up on saving me, took my advice
and left: I don't need my best friend trapped for block knows what reason. I wonder why
the Elders want to see me...it probably has something to do with Fig's little visit and the
other Spiders being noisy about it. This really has to end! All I wanted was a friend and
all I was given was a simple (but gross) task in exchange for never being alone again.
Who else wants to be forever alone? Not me...no. Wait, I am not alone...I wasn't alone I've had Fig the entire time! Oh, there we are...the Elders are waiting for me - and I am
about to see their faces for the first time ever. Something tells me trouble is about to
begin. Author's Note: This short story is for your reading pleasure. The characters in
this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are
based on the Minecraft Game
Minecraft Ghast Girl
The Spiders' Eyes (an Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen)
Minecraft Wimp
Creeper Life
The Spider Diaries (Book 2)
Diary Collection: 3 Minecraft Diaries in 1 Minecraft Book (Minecraft Bundle, Minecraft
Book Bundle, Minecraft Chicken Jockey, Minecraft Spider Jockey, Minecraft Silverfish)

*** This book was previously published as "Diary Of A Minecraft Spider Jockey"
by Steve Crafter.Ever wondered what it feels like to be a Minecraft Spider
Jockey?In this book, you will meet a Minecraft Spider Jockey and get to know if
they are any different than us.Does they have a heart? Does they have feelings?
Well, only a Minecraft Spider Jockey could answer this question! If you are a
Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about what it takes to be
a Minecraft Spider Jockey! This diary written by a Minecraft Spider Jockey will
help you uncover the many secrets and mysteries related to the Minecraft Spider
Jockey's life.
Three exciting Minecraft stories for kids in one Minecraft book! Story 1: Brynn is a
zombie boy, an irregular one, because he is the only zombie kid that rides a chicken
every day. His chicken, Chick Norris, and he participate in an event that should
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have been fun and fast, but instead, they get lost in the wild, unable to find their
way home. A giant bear, a friend, and more adventurous happenings cross his path
before he finds a solution to it all. Quickly start reading about this Minecraft
chicken jockey who found his way home and became victorious. Story 2: Jason and
Myranda are in love, but when Jason loses the expensive engagement ring to a
ferocious spider jockey, he is desperate to get it back. He tells the story of how he
followed the monster and tried to get his treasure back. In the meantime, his fianc�
relates the experience of being attacked by the same spider jockey at a different
moment. Will they be able to retrieve their precious jewel and get back together
after being separated? Will they be able to withstand the elements of nature? Go
ahead and find out! Story 3: Shaw the silverfish cannot look through walls, but he
desperately wants to. His friend tells him to be in a life-or-death situation, so that
his innate instincts will kick in. At first, all Shaw's futile attempts lead him
nowhere, but when a cougar appears at the docks, Shaw becomes afraid and
develops something within him he doesn't even realize. Read about a Minecraft
silverfish who discovered more about himself by going on dangerous adventures.
Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft
journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft silverfish, Minecraft silver
fish, Minecraft fish, Minecraft shark, Minecraft cougar, Minecraft spawning,
Minecraft animals, Minecraft animal, Minecraft spider, minecraft spiders,
Minecraft spider jockey, Minecraft jockey, minecraft jockeys, Minecraft skeleton,
minecraft skeletons, Minecraft skeleton story, minecraft story, Minecraft monster,
minecraft bow, Minecraft arrows, minecraft skeleton jockey, minecraft love,
Minecraft chicken diary, diary of a Minecraft chicken, diary of a Minecraft chicken
jockey, Minecraft chickens, Minecraft chicken, Minecraft chicken jockey,
Minecraft zombie jockey, Minecraft zombie, Minecraft zombies, Minecraft zombie
horde, Minecraft chicken jockeys, Minecraft jockey, Minecraft jockeys, Minecraft
bear, Minecraft creeper, Minecraft creepers, Minecraft explosions
A Minecraft spider's little adventures! Salem is a spider who hates the rain, but in
the tropical climate, you have to create a good web in order for it to be durable.
Salem is a little confused when his web breaks. Should he go hunting without webs?
Should he attack the humans? Or should he just join a group of spiders? Find out
what this Minecraft spider decides after being confronted with an iron golem, an
aggressive villager, and a fellow spider who shows him the way. Keywords:
Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals,
Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft spider, Minecraft spider book,
Minecraft spider diary, Minecraft spider diaries, Minecraft spider books,
Minecraft spider story, Minecraft spider stories
The World Seen Through The Eight Eyes Of An 8-Bit Spider Experience the daily
life of Spike, the Minecraft cave spider. What adventures will he go through? What
trouble might he get into? Find out now! This short story is enjoyable for any age!
Attack of the barking spider
Diary of Steve
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Book 1: Why Does the Creeper Fart When He Should Explode?
Animals 6 in 1 (Minecraft Box Set, Minecraft Animal Stories, Minecraft Diaries,
Minecraft Bundle, Minecraft Childrens Books, Minecraft Animal Diaries)
Diary of a Wimpy Minecraft Kid (Minecraft Wimpy Kid, Minecraft Wimp,
Minecraft Wimpy Diary, Minecraft Books, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary,
Minecraft Book for Kids)
Diary of a Spider Chicken: (an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 12 (Preteen) Book 2: Spiders' Eyes You know how sometimes things can get
complicated? Awfully complicated? Well, even if you don't, you can read all
about those misfortunate complications in my diary. I don't even know how I
still have time to keep up with writing new logs as my life became an infinite
chase. I have a companion, though - and although he is slow (very slow, but
fast enough for a Zombie) and has only one hand, he has been of hand to me!
Hah! Did you see what I did there? "Of hand...". Never mind. If you
understand Spider humor, you can understand any humor. I have to go now as
I am competing with days to get to the Elders in time - if I don't make it, I am
not sure what the consequences will be... Book 3: The Elders I am about to
meet the Elders. Facing the...ummm, it sort of sounds dramatic, but believe
me when I told you that this situation deserves a pinch of freshly sliced
drama. The feelings are mixed: fear, rage, curiosity - I am glad, though, that
Fig gave up on saving me, took my advice and left: I don't need my best friend
trapped for block knows what reason. I wonder why the Elders want to see
me...it probably has something to do with Fig's little visit and the other
Spiders being noisy about it. This really has to end! All I wanted was a friend
and all I was given was a simple (but gross) task in exchange for never being
alone again. Who else wants to be forever alone? Not me...no. Wait, I am not
alone...I wasn't alone - I've had Fig the entire time! Oh, there we are...the
Elders are waiting for me - and I am about to see their faces for the first time
ever. Something tells me trouble is about to begin. Author's Note: This short
story is for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft
Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on
the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang /
Notch
Ever heard the story of a Minecraft Spider Jockey? Experience the daily life of
a very special Minecraft Spider Jockey. What kind of mischief will he get into?
Will he be able to overcome his mounting obstacles? This diary book is a great
read or gift for a Minecraft lover of any age!
Have you ever wondered what a day in the life of a Creeper would look like?
Well, Jasper gives us a sneak peek into the daily life of a Creeper and all of the
crazy adventures Creepers go through in order to NOT blow things up!
It is school holidays and Jasper is spending it with his family at a caravan
park. Jasper and his friends venture into a cave to find spider poison to make
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a potion... a magic potion for his crush!
Pixelmon Gone!
3 Minecraft Diaries in 1 Minecraft Book (Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary
Books, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Books, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft
Diary, Minecraft Book for Kids)
The Spider Diaries Trilogy
Attack of the Barking Spider!
School Daze
(An Unofficial Minecraft Book)
Ever heard the story of a Villager Weapon Smith? Experience
the daily life of a very special Villager Weapon Smith. What
kind of mischief will he get into? Will the unlikely friend that
he makes get him into trouble? This diary book is a great read
or gift for a Minecraft lover of any age!
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for
Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) You know how sometimes things can
get complicated? Awfully complicated? Well, even if you don't,
you can read all about those misfortunate complications in my
diary. I don't even know how I still have time to keep up with
writing new logs as my life became an infinite chase. I have a
companion, though - and although he is slow (very slow, but
fast enough for a Zombie) and has only one hand, he has been
of hand to me! Hah! Did you see what I did there? "Of hand...."
Never mind. If you understand Spider humor, you can
understand any humor. I have to go now as I am competing
with days to get to the Elders in time - if I don't make it, I am
not sure what the consequences will be... Other books in The
Spider Diaries Book 1: The Eight-legged Monster Book 3: The
Elders Author's Note: This short story is for your reading
pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series"
such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the
Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013
Mojang / Notc
The diary of a Minecraft ghast girl Gloria has a way with the
ghasts, and even though everyone in town assumed they were
hostile and would attack you immediately, Gloria discovers
otherwise. She heads to the forest and finds a group of fire
spitting ghasts that are eager to involve her into their little
community. Other dramatic events occur, and a war between
huge spiders and the same group of ghasts is in the air... a
battle that could end well... or not... Read quickly to find out.
Keywords: Minecraft, Mine craft, Minecraft xbox game,
Minecraft game, Minecraft novel, Minecraft stories, Minecraft
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story,Minecraft animals, Minecraft diary, wimpy diary of a
minecraft, Minecraft journal, Minecraft book, Minecraft e-book,
Minecraft ebook, Minecraft books, Minecraft for kids, Minecraft
for children, Minecraft story for kids, Minecraft stories for kids,
Minecraft story for boys, Minecraft stories for boys, Minecraft
story for children, Minecraft childrens stories, Minecraft series,
Minecraft heroes, Minecraft hero, Minecraft book for kids,
Minecraft book for children, Minecraft ideas, Minecraft
journals, Diary of a minecraft figure, Minecraft ghast girl,
Minecraft girls, Minecraft girl, Minecraft ghasts, Minecraft
spider, Minecraft spiders, Minecraft woman, Minecraft girl
diary, Minecraft girls diary, Minecraft girl diaries, Minecraft
women, Minecraft ghast woman, Minecraft ghast women
MinecraftDiary of an Amazing Minecraft Cave Spider (An
Unofficial Minecraft Book)Enter the world of an extraordinary
cave spider - the dangers, the tactics, the adventures and the
interaction with his family, surface dwellers and others of his
own kind. This book explores how a young, energetic cave
spider finds home life humdrum and, against the wishes and
advice of his family tries to make things a little more
interesting. What ensues is certainly exciting, but also leaves
the cave spider in situations he had never dreamed of, and
certainly doesn't have the skills to deal with. This is a rollercoaster of excitement, as this extraordinary cave spider
quickly learns his limits - but will this be too late? Can he make
it through when he finds himself against enemies in an
environment he has never explored - and will never wish to
again? This is one cave spider who never has a quiet moment even if by the end of the week described in this book, he could
do with one.When it all starts to go wrong, find out how he
copes with: Dealing with intruders in the depths of the mine
Exploration of the deep underground - beyond his safe zone
Surviving when his safety mechanisms are rendered useless
Family values - the wider web of a cave spider Trust and fear the real rocks in the life of a cave spider
An Unofficial Minecraft Book
Part 1
Diary of a Minecraft Spider
3 Minecraft Diaries of Minecraft Wimps in 1 (Minecraft Wimp
Stories, Minecraft Wimp Diary, Minecraft Wimp Diaries,
Minecraft Books, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft
Book for Kids)
Diary of an Amazing Minecraft Cave Spider (an Unofficial
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Minecraft Book)
Minecraft Spider
"How much trouble can a 12 year old Zombie get into, just to take his mind off of
the grueling last few weeks before summer break? A lot more than you would
expect!"--Page [4] of cover.
MinecraftDiary of a Minecraft SpiderCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
Zombie Has Discovered New and Amazing Creatures in the Minecraft World
called Pixelmon! Except little by little the Pixelmon are disappearing and nobody
knows why. Can Zombie, Steve and their Minecraft friends save the Pixelmon
from utter extinction?
A guy and a girl are separated by a vicious Minecraft spider jockey! Jason and
Myranda are in love, but when Jason loses the expensive engagement ring to a
ferocious spider jockey, he is desperate to get it back. He tells the story of how he
followed the monster and tried to get his treasure back. In the meantime, his
fiancé relates the experience of being attacked by the same spider jockey at a
different moment. Will they be able to retrieve their precious jewel and get back
together after being separated? Will they be able to withstand the elements of
nature? Go ahead and find out! Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book,
Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary,
Minecraft, Minecraft spider, minecraft spiders, Minecraft spider jockey, Minecraft
jockey, minecraft jockeys, Minecraft skeleton, minecraft skeletons, Minecraft
skeleton story, minecraft story, Minecraft monster, minecraft bow, Minecraft
arrows, minecraft skeleton jockey, minecraft love
Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 12
Diary of a Minecraft Spider Jockey
Story of a Minecraft Spider (Minecraft Spider Story, Minecraft Spider Books,
Minecraft Spider Book, Minecraft Books, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Diary,
Minecraft Book for Kids)
Adventures of a Cave Spider
Diary of a Spider Jockey
Diary of a Minecraft Creeper Book 3
Ever wondered what it feels like to be a Minecraft Cave Spider?In
this book, you will meet a Minecraft Cave Spider and get to know if
they are any different than us. Does they have a heart? Does they
have feelings? Well, only a Minecraft Cave Spider could answer this
question! If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want
to know more about what it takes to be a Minecraft Cave Spider! This
diary written by a Minecraft Cave Spider will help you uncover the
many secrets and mysteries related to the Minecraft Cave Spider's
life.
From #1 Amazon's Best Selling AuthorLimited Time Offer! Get This Book
At The Discounted Price!Ever wondered what it feels like to be a
Minecraft Spider Jockey?In this book, you will meet a Minecraft
Spider Jockey and get to know if they are any different than us. Does
they have a heart? Does they have feelings? Well, only a Minecraft
Spider Jockey could answer this question! If you are a Minecraft
fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about what it takes
to be a Minecraft Spider Jockey! This diary written by a Minecraft
Spider Jockey will help you uncover the many secrets and mysteries
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related to the Minecraft Spider Jockey's life.Buy This Hilarious
Minecraft Story for your young Minecrafters before the price goes
up!-----Tags:Kids books. minecraft, minecraft books,minecraft free,
minecraft books for kids, minecraft games, minecraft xbox, minecraft
tips, minecraft game, minecraft comics, minecraft story book
It's summer vacation, and Jasper the creeper is heading to the forest
biome with his family for a camping holiday. But Jasper is not happy.
That's because he's experiencing the gut wrenching pain that comes
from...His first crush! Not only that, but there is a huge monster
that Jasper needs to battle in order to win the heart of the girl of
his dreams.
Disclaimer: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a
registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective
owners, which don not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this
book. Minecraft(r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang AB/NotchLimited Time
Offer! Get This Book At The Discounted Price!Ever wondered what it
feels like to be a Minecraft Iron Golem?In this book, you will meet a
Minecraft Iron Golem and get to know if they are any different than
us. Does they have a heart? Does they have feelings? Well, only a
Minecraft Iron Golem could answer this question! If you are a
Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about what
it takes to be a Minecraft Iron Golem! This diary written by a
Minecraft Cave Spider will help you uncover the many secrets and
mysteries related to the Minecraft Iron Golem's life.Buy This
Hilarious Minecraft Story for your young Minecrafters before the
price goes up!----Attack of the Barking Spider
Diary of a Minecraft Creeper
Diary of a Farting Creeper
Diary of a Minecraft Creeper Book 1
Diary of a Minecraft Creeper #3
Diary of Ghast
3 Wimpy Diaries in 1 of Minecraft people and animals that became
heroes Story 1: Steve finds an ender pearl when he is camping out with
his friends. At first he doesn't know what to do with it, but when he
discovers its magical powers, he realizes how much he can mean to the
rest of the village by simply finding the logic in manipulating time.
Read about Steve, who gets confronted with dangerous bears, endermen,
and the dilemma of doing what is right. Story 2: Noob is awkward; he
is weird. Everybody has always known it, but few have sympathized with
his alternative brain. Even after fighting and killing a dangerous
Elder Guardian, he doesn't get acknowledged by the crowd. But will
they finally see his potential after he proves himself to be a
skillful competitor as a businessperson? Will he turn his life around
with his active mindset? Learn more and read about Noob, a genius in
disguise in the Minecraft world. Story 3: Salem is a spider who hates
the rain, but in the tropical climate, you have to create a good web
in order for it to be durable. Salem is a little confused when his web
breaks. Should he go hunting without webs? Should he attack the
humans? Or should he just join a group of spiders? Find out what this
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Minecraft spider decides after being confronted with an iron golem, an
aggressive villager, and a fellow spider who shows him the way.
Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal,
Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft
Steve, Minecraft Steve Diary, Minecraft Steves, Minecraft Steve
Diaries, Minecraft Steve Journal, Minecraft Steve Journals, Minecraft
Steve story, Minecraft Steve stories, Minecraf Steve book, Minecraft
Steve books, Minecraft Steve for kids, Minecraft Noob, Minecraft Noob
diary, Minecraft Noob diaries, Minecraft Noob book, Minecraft Noob
story, Minecraft Noob stories, Minecraft Noob journal, Minecraft Noob
journals, Minecraft spider, Minecraft spider book, Minecraft spider
diary, Minecraft spider diaries, Minecraft spider books, Minecraft
spider story, Minecraft spider stories
The Great Spider Jockey Derby!Jacob is a young Spider Jockey, and his
dream is to race in the great Spider Jockey Derby, alongside his
brother, Sam. His dream becomes reality, when a nasty racer injures
Sam, days before the final race. Jacob steps in, but does he have the
ability to win the race?Diary of a Minecraft Spider Jockey is perfect
for Minecraft fans of all ages. Ever wonder what it would be like to
experience Minecraft from the INSIDE? Well, now you can!In the
fourteenth story of this Hilarious Minecraft Adventure Series, Jacob
the Spider Jockey records his experiences whilst training for the
great derby!Follow Jacob as he makes important discoveries like: * How
to train your spider. Mentally and physically! * Training your spider
isn't all about how fast it can run!* Female spiders can be just as
fierce as male ones!* The key to being a good racer? Pancakes!* And
much, MUCH more!
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 30,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This highquality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy
grown-ups who love to read epic stories about their favorite game!Ever
wondered what happened to Elias the Enderman Ninja after Noob Years
Season 2?War is on the horizon for the world of Diamodia, and the
terrible Doomstreak Clan is just the beginning...Elias the Enderman
ninja is ready for his promotion from 'initiate' to 'lower ninja' in
his Order, and his advancement trials are long overdue. After
defeating the Skeleton King, adventuring with Skeleton Steve,
discovering the Glitch, and fighting off the terrible evil ninjas of
the Doomstreak Clan, his ninja trials should be pretty easy to
overcome, right?And after his promotion, it's no secret to Elias that
he's going to be assigned to a strike force intending to hunt down the
Doomstreak Clan at their under-ocean base to destroy all of the dark,
evil Ender remaining on his world. But when Elias and his powerful
friends encounter the crimson portal deep in the secret base, they run
into serious trouble that will challenge the survival of even the most
powerful ninjas...Love Minecraft adventure Read Book 1 of Elias the
Enderman Ninja vs the Doomstreak Clan now!Join the Skeleton Steve
Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book!(Get
free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and
more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft
is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its
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respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or
authorize this book.Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
In every town, in every home, behind every wall, there lives a house
spider, plotting vigorously to scare the pants off every human in its
sights. But there is one little girl who begs to be different. They
call her The She-Devil. She absolutely adores them. So much so she
keeps them as pets...to torture later. But behind the wall, fugitive
house spiders Bateman, Parker and Carmen have bigger problems. They
must take on the vicious Spider Army, led by the sinister General
Raimi, and attempt to take back their home... With no plan, no help,
and absolutely no hope whatsoever. Everything you thought you knew
about spiders is about to change forever...
Minecraft Adventure Story Series for Kids!
Minecraft Diaries Box Set
Diary of a Minecraft Iron Golem
An Unofficial Minecraft Novel
Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 5
Minecraft: Diary of a Wimpy Spider Jockey

4 Minecraft stories and diaries in a book! Book 1: Minecraft Kitten: Whiskar is a
scared kitten. His older sisters and mother always protected him. He gets teased by other
kittens, and he especially a wimp when it comes to water. He hates it! He won't go near
it... until a certain event in the harbor village changes his life forever and turns him
into a true hero. Read the book to find out how he does it. Book 2: Minecraft Hero: The
life of Sander the knight is slow but satisfying, until he finds out he could do better.
Looking for answers to help him improve his talents, he seeks out the commander of the
protecting knight army, who simply asks him if he is ready to face some of the most
severe tests in the country. Focused on his goal to become a true hero, Sander ventures
for excellence as he come across mean creatures and vile monsters before he can call
himself a "Knight of Honor." Book 3: Minecraft Endermite: Follow the story of this
Minecraft Endermite, who lost his family and suffered from amnesia, forgetting his
own name and those of his siblings and parents. He searches for truth. He searches for
a solution to his problem. On the way to the dangerous underworld, the "Nether," he is
accompanied by another Endermite, named Hogan. Together, they venture for the
diamond of wisdom, in the hope that it will tell the little Endermite of its origin. Don't
miss this fun Minecraft adventure and find out how this brave creature discovered his
true identity. Book 4: Minecraft Spider: Salem is a spider who hates the rain, but in the
tropical climate, you have to create a good web in order for it to be durable. Salem is a
little confused when his web breaks. Should he go hunting without webs? Should he
attack the humans? Or should he just join a group of spiders? Find out what this
Minecraft spider decides after being confronted with an iron golem, an aggressive
villager, and a fellow spider who shows him the way.
Ever heard the story of a Minecraft Spider? Experience the daily life of a very special
Minecraft Spider. What kind of mischief will he get into? Will he seek out adventure or
will he stick to his web of safety? This diary book is a great read or gift for a
Minecraft lover of any age!
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For the Minecraft fans who love animals: 6 Minecraft stories about animals in 1 book!
Diary 1: Whiskar is a scared kitten. His older sisters and mother always protected him.
He gets teased by other kittens, and he especially a wimp when it comes to water. He
hates it! He won't go near it... until a certain event in the harbor village changes his life
forever and turns him into a true hero. Read the book to find out how he does it! Diary
2: Billy the Bunny is a smart one. He is inventive, which shows after trying to use his
sister's doll for a slingshot. His brother Mart and he are innocently playing in the fields,
until they discover a threatening creature that will bring the life of thousands of rabbits
in danger. Will Billy and Mart find a way to trap the wicked hunter with its clever wits?
Find out and read the book. Diary 3: Lupus has been struggling in the pack he lives. The
dens are being destroyed by mysterious creatures, he has seen sheep on the other side of
the canyon, and the pack is pressuring him to provide a solution and food to survive.
Starvation is near, villagers with guns are merciless. Will Lupus find a way to provide
his pack the necessary means to survive? Read all about it in the Minecraft diary he
kept. Story 4: Indy is a horse at a farm, but she is bored... terribly bored. She wants to
explore more, so she gathers her friends and takes off on a journey. The journey
involves being chased by people, stealing keys, train rides, dodging malicious creepers,
and helping other Minecraft animals by guiding them home. Follow the fun story of a
Minecraft horse who finds what she is looking for through the various situations she
gets herself and her friends in. Diary 5: Betsy thinks her life is pretty boring. She stands
in the grass, eats the grass, sleeps, and gets milked by a farmer. But her life is about to
change with some action and romance when she is wins a medal for being the best cow
of the year, meets a brave bull who protects and saves her, and gets attacked by zombies
before her dream comes true. Find out more about her changes and circumstances by
reading her own account, the diary of a Minecraft cow. Diary 6: Salem is a spider who
hates the rain, but in the tropical climate, you have to create a good web in order for it
to be durable. Salem is a little confused when his web breaks. Should he go hunting
without webs? Should he attack the humans? Or should he just join a group of spiders?
Find out what this Minecraft spider decides after being confronted with an iron golem,
an aggressive villager, and a fellow spider who shows him the way.
What exactly happens in the life of a Minecraft Spider Jockey? Experience the daily
life of a Minecraft Spider jockey This diary book is a great read or gift for a
Minecraft lover of any age! *** Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime
Membership *** Don't have kindle? No worries! Read it on your PC, Mac, Tablet Or
Smartphone! ---------------------------------------- Additional Tags: Minecraft, Minecraft
handbook, minecraft free books, minecraft app, minecraft books, minecraft pocket
edition, minecraft free, minecraft comics, diary of a minecraft zombie, minecraft,
minecraft seeds, minecraft seeds handbook, minecraft handbook, minecraft pocket
edition, minecraft seeds for pe minecraft seeds pocket edition for pc minecraft secrets
handbook minecraft seeds for xbox360 unofficial secrets handbook edition minecraft
seeds book diary of a minecraft, minecraft, minecraft handbook, minecraft pocket
edition, minecraft secrets, minecraft kitten, minecraft diary, minecraft ebooks,
minecraft flash bones, minecraft for dummies, minecraft guide, minecraft jokes,
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minecraft handbook, minecraft herobrine, minecraft house ideas, minecraft hacks,
minecraft house designs, diary of a minecraft iron golem, minecraft ideas invasion,
diary of a minecraft, minecraft ultimate handbook, flash and bones minecraft,
zombies, minecraft handbook, minecraft handbooks collection, minecraft handbook
construction, minecraft mods, minecraft mems, diary of a minecraft kitten, minecraft
handbook combat, minecraft legend, minecraft comics, minecraft zombie, minecraft
books for kids, minecraft secrets, minecraft blockopedia, minecraft quest, minecraft
redstone handbook, minecraft xbox 360, minecraft mods, minecraft construction
handbook, unleashing minecraft, adventures in minecraft, minecraft guide, official
minecraft handbook, minecraft diary, minecraft official guide, diary of a minecraft,
minecraft novel, flash and bones minecraft, how to play minecraft, minecraft controls ,
mods for minecraft, minecraft blocks, minecraft recipies, minecraft ladder, minecraft
boat, minecraft character skins, minecraft survival mode, minecraft fence, minecraft
bucket, minecraft items, minecraft creative mode, minecraft chest, minecraft single
player commands, minecraft walkthrough, minecraft crafting guide, minecraft cheat
codes, minecraft crafting recipes, minecraft building guide, minecraft cheat codes,
minecraft crafting recipes, minecraft tnt, minecraft adventure, minecraft stories,
minecraft diary, minecraft collection, minecraft series, minecraft book kids, minecraft
pc, minecraft demo, minecraft commands, minecraft herobrine, computer games,
freegames, minecraft skin maker, minecraft game, how to make a minecraft server,
minecraft online, minecraft book, minecraft movie, minecraft house, minecraft song,
minecraft video, minecraft id list, mods for minecraft, minecraft books, minecraft
castle, minecraft fence, minecraft papercraft, minecraft music, minecraft forum,
minecraft 2, minecraft skin creator, play minecraft, minecraft workbench, best
minecraft seeds, games like minecraft, minecraft xbox, free casino slots, minecraft
download free, minecraft sword, minecraft, minecraft handbook, minecraft pocket
edition, diary of a minecraft, flash and bones minecraft, mods for minecraft pocket
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Spider Jockey: Story about a Minecraft Spider Jockey (Minecraft Enemies, Minecraft
Skeleton, Minecraft Skeletons, Minecraft Spider, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Story)
Diary of a Minecraft Cave Spider!
For Boys and Girls (Minecraft Diary, Minecraft Kitten, Minecraft Cat, Minecraft
Animals, Minecraft Ender, Minecraft Hero, Diary of a Minecraft Hero)
The Spider Diaries
Diary of a Minecraft Spider!
Diary of a Villager Weapon Smith
Spider Chicken dominates, but what is he? A spider chicken should not exist in the realms of
Minecraft. I mean, just saying the words "spider chicken" sounds wrong. But, because of a
mad scientist villager intent on creating chimera mobs, he does exist. And, he is determined to
escape from his demented creator. Read the complete Diary of a Spider Chicken series to
find out how the spider chicken came to be and what he plans to do about it.
Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Wimpy Spider Jockey? In this hilarious Minecraft
adventure series, we get to read the diary of a Wimpy Spider Jockey. Are Spider Jockeys
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really different from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover. So, jump into this
Minecraft adventure and find out! Diary of a Wimpy Spider Jockey is a must-read for any
kid who loves Minecraft. Kids ages 7+ can't wait to jump into to these Minecraft adventures!
Ever heard the story of a Minecraft Cave Spider? Experience the daily life of a very special
Minecraft Cave Spider. What kind of mischief will he get into? Has he just caught his next
meal or will he end up in a sticky situation? This diary book is a great read or gift for a
Minecraft lover of any age!
From The Makers of Diary of a Minecraft Zombie. Did You Ever Want to Know About The
Secret Life of Creepers? Well, meet Jasper...He's a Creeper. If you've ever wondered what a
day in the life of a Creeper would look like, Jasper gives us a never before, sneak peek into
his secret diary.
Diary of a Minecraft Cave Spider
A Minecraft Ghast Girl Diary (Minecraft Ghasts, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Books,
Minecraft Books for Kids, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Story, Minecraft Diary)
Minecraft Wimpy Diaries
An Unofficial Spider Jockey Diary
The Spider Diaries, Book 2 and Book 3 (an Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Age
Unofficial Minecraft Books for Kids, Teens, & Nerds - Adventure Fan Fiction Diary Series
What is a spider without his web? Michael is a young spider, with an
embarrassing secret. He's never learned how to spin a web. Michael
believes he will be bullied about it forever, until he meets a retired Spider
Jockey that will teach him, as well as a few other things!Diary of a
Minecraft Spider is perfect for Minecraft fans of all ages. Get them reading
proper English with this well-edited Minecraft adventure series! Ever
wonder what it would be like to experience Minecraft from the INSIDE?
Well, now you can!In the twenty-fourth story of this hilarious Minecraft
adventure series, Michael records his experiences as a spider in the
Minecraft world.Follow Michael as he makes important discoveries like: *
What is the new class at school that everyone is talking about?* How does
a spider create a perfect web?* Skeletons and spiders have a lot in
common!* The spider derby is more popular than it seems!* And much,
MUCH more!
3 Minecraft books in one, three diaries to enjoy! Story 1: In this pigman
Minecraft diary, you will be surprised when events unravel and all come
together to be explained halfway the book. The pigman Jerome has an
interesting personality, and he is somewhat confused about his identity. He
wants to know if there is a cure, and if his malicious behavior can be
stopped by healing his brain. Fortunately, there is an enchanted golden
sword that works miracles. Now it's just a matter of finding out what's
wrong with him and how to get to the sword. A fun, humorous,
psychological, and adventurous Minecraft book you should definitely read.
Story 2: This is the diary of a Minecraft Mobster, who has been brought up
in the mob all his life. After stealing an important magical object and
hitting on the daughter of the big boss, he finds himself in a dangerous
situation and has to convince his dad to leave the organization and look for
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a better future elsewhere. Read the exciting short story of Vincenzo the
mobster, a guy with a good heart and with doubts about his destined
career. Story 3: When Stevie gets scared of a sponge, he realizes there
might be something wrong with him. All his phobias have made his wild
imagination worrisome. In the process of self-discovery, he finds himself
being scared of all kinds of things, and he wants to do something about it.
Nothing will ever frighten him! Quickly start reading this fun Minecraft
book about a wimpie kid and learn what he does to become tougherBilly
the Bunny is a smart one. He is inventive, which shows after trying to use
his sister's doll for a slingshot. His brother Mart and he are innocently
playing in the fields, until they discover a threatening creature that will
bring the life of thousands of rabbits in danger. Will Billy and Mart find a
way to trap the wicked hunter with its clever wits? Find out and read the
book. Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal,
Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft Wimpy kid,
Minecraft wimpy child, Minecraft wimpy boy, Minecraft wimp, Minecraft
wimp diary, Minecraft wimpy diary, Minecraft wimp diaries, Minecraft
wimpy diaries, Minecraft wimpy kid diary, Minecraft wimpy kid diaries,
Minecraft wimps, Minecraft mob, Minecraft mobs, Minecraft mobsters,
Minecraft mobster, Minecraft mafia, Minecraft mafia diary, Minecraft mob
diary, Minecraft mobster diary, Minecraft mob diaries, Minecraft mobster
diaries, Minecraft mobsters diary, Minecraft Pigman, Minecraft Pigman
Story, Minecraft pigman diary, Minecraft pigman tale, Minecraft pigman
book, Minecraft pigman books, Minecraft pigman diaries, Minecraft spider,
Minecraft spiders, Minecraft snake, Minecraft snakes
Stevie is afraid of a lot of things, but will he overcome his fears? When
Stevie gets scared of a sponge, he realizes there might be something
wrong with him. All his phobias have made his wild imagination worrisome.
In the process of self-discovery, he finds himself being scared of all kinds of
things, and he wants to do something about it. Nothing will ever frighten
him! Quickly start reading this fun Minecraft book about a wimpie kid and
learn what he does to become tougher. Keywords: Minecraft books,
Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries,
Minecraft Diary, Minecraft Wimpy kid, Minecraft wimpy child, Minecraft
wimpy boy, Minecraft wimp, Minecraft wimp diary, Minecraft wimpy diary,
Minecraft wimp diaries, Minecraft wimpy diaries, Minecraft wimpy kid diary,
Minecraft wimpy kid diaries, Minecraft wimps, Minecraft spider, Minecraft
spiders, Minecraft snake, Minecraft snakes
Diary of Minecraft Elias the Enderman Ninja Vs the Doomstreak Clan - Book
1
Diary of a Minecraft Spider Jockey!
Adventures of a Minecraft Spider Jockey
Minecraft
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